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Message from the Editor
Good Trekking all!
This month's issue feature the best articles from Star Time
volume's 1 and 2.
So, no fresh articles, just a collection of all the best
article from volume 1, issue 1 through Volume 2, issue 6.
I hope you will enjoy this little feature, and consider
it my little treat from me to you.
Thanks in advance,
You editor,
ST Hobbs

U.S.S. Telek NCC-46112
-Dedicated to scientific research and developmentwww.usstelek.com
www.stephenhawking-sfcq1.com
www.starfleet-command.com
http://sb06.starfleet-command.com
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Commanding Officers Log

First/Chief Engineering Officers Log

Submitted By: Capt. ST Hobbs, CO

Submitted By: Lt. Commander SR Hobbs, FO/CEO

“First Officers/Chief of Engineering Report”

“Commanding Officers Report”

Submitted By: LTjg Shelby R. Hobbs, FO/CEO

Submitted By: LT Shelby T. “Sakkhet” Hobbs, PCO

I Shelby Hobbs the First Officer of the Stephen
Hawking Outpost would like to report that we
have been successful in all of our endeavors. We
have set a goal to recruit at least one new
member this year. Supporting the Hendricks
county March of Dimes is just one of many
charitable contributions. The members of the
Outpost have ensured that all departments are
complying with Star Fleet regulations.

On SD 0911.27 (Earth Date: 11/27/2009)
the Planetary Outpost Stephen Hawking had its
first meeting. The time was 1500 hours (3 pm
est.) and 2 out of the 3 Stephen Hawing crew
were in attendance, with 2 guests from the USS
Brightstar attending.
The meeting was opened by
Commanding Officer, LT Shelby T. “Sakkhet”
Hobbs, PCO. The 2 guests from The USS
Brightstar were greeted and welcomed into the
meeting.
PCO S.T. Hobbs gave opening
statements and then turned the floor to Chief
Medical Officer, LT Renee’ L. Hobbs, CMO.
CMO R.L. Hobbs gave her opening
statements and then gave her medical report.
CMO R.L. Hobbs then turned the floor
back to PCO S.T. Hobbs, who closed the first
meeting of the Planetary Outpost Stephen
Hawking.

A system that provides control of location and
attitude of spacecraft by using rocket engines to
generate motion. Spacecraft propulsion systems
come in various forms depending on the specific
mission requirements. Each exhibits
considerable variation in such parameters as
thrust, specific impulse, propellant mass and
type, pressurization schemes, cost, and
materials. All of these variables must be
considered in deciding which propulsion system
is best suited to a given mission. Typical
spacecraft applications include communications
satellites, science and technology spacecraft, and
Earth-monitoring missions such as weather
satellites. Orbital environments range from lowEarth to geosynchronous to interplanetary. See
also Astronautically engineering; Rocket
propulsion; Satellite (spacecraft); Space flight;
Space probe; Specific impulse.
The highlighted blue areas will be discussed in
future articles.
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Executive Officers Log

Chief Security Officers Log

Submitted By: Ens. I Jinks, XO/CQO

Submitted By: LTjg. N Manns, CRO

I came onto the P.O. Stephen Hawking
in Sept. of 2010, and was soon engaged
in activities of the unit. To my
knowledge, I was going to be CXO
when I made 2Lt, and would be in
charge of planning all the away
missions.
I had made plans for several away
missions for the P.O. Stephen
Hawking, but unfortunately, we were
unable to go on any of them due to the
family emergencies of the CO.
Now we are the U.S.S. Telek, and I
will be planning some great new away
missions, and hopefully, will be able to
go on them starting this summer.
I have agreed to learn judo from our
CRO, and will start my lessons this
summer. The CO has also agreed to
learn judo from the CRO, and this
should be fun.
I cannot wait for what 2011 will bring,
and hope we will prosper as the U.S.S.
Telek NCC-46112. he CXO when I
made 2Lt, and would be in charge of
planning all the away missions.
I had made plans for several away
missions for the P.O. Stephen
Hawking, but unfortunately, we were
unable to go on any of them due to the
family emergencies of the CO.
Now we are the U.S.S. Telek, and I
will be planning some great new away
missions, and hopefully, will be able to
go on them starting this summer.
I have agreed to learn judo from our
CRO, and will start my lessons this
summer. The CO has also agreed to
learn judo from the CRO, and this
should be fun.
I cannot wait for what 2011 will bring,
and hope we will prosper as the U.S.S.
Telek NCC-46112.

“Chief Security Officers Report”
Submitted by; Cadet Nick Manns, RCDT

Bangkok, Thailand is facing major security
breaches this month when a large groups of
protesters started to revolt in the city hurling
rock, Molotov cocktails, shooting slingshots,
and other projectiles. Thailand’s military
responded quickly and started flagging
neighborhoods and streets that were the primary
spots of protesting violence as “Live firing
zones”. The revolt started after a large group of
people demanded a recount of votes in an
election and didn’t get it. At first the simply
burned tires in the streets creating black smoke
to blind the military, but resorted to physical
violence when their voices weren’t heard. The
leaders known as „Redshirts‟ have given up to
degree but violence has not ceased in the streets
as of yet, but, the military should put this „fire‟
out fairly quick. The current death toll is 30
deaths and 232 injured as of now, as troops
continue to fire high-powered rifles behind
sandbags at the enemy protesters camps. It does
not look like the protestors or the military for that
matter are ready to give up anytime soon.
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Chief Medical Officers Log

Chief S&R Officers Log

Submitted By: Cmdr. RL Hobbs, CMO

Submitted By: LTjg. I Jinks, CQO

“Gross Human Anatomy”
"Chief Marine officers report"

Submitted By: LT Renee L. Hobbs, CMO

This is an anatomy class that medical students
take in medical school, and nursing students take
in a degree program.
In this class, the students have cadavers on which
to learn. The cadavers are deceased people who
have willed their bodies to science. The students
study and learn about muscles, bones, ligaments,
tendons and organs, etc.
The bodies have been embalmed with
formaldehyde, which is very odorific. A mask
may be worn if necessary.
Students spend many hours in the lab, studying
their cadavers. This class is very conducive to
learning, and is great when used in conjunction
with the medical books.
Some of the procedures the students practice
are: sutures, removing organs, IV’s, bandaging,
repairing damages, veins and arteries studies,
etc.
Cadavers are very wonderful devises for learning.
More people need to be either organ donors,
and/or full body donors to science. Make sure to
put this information on your driver’s license, and
let your family members know your wishes.

Submitted By: Cadet Isaac Jinks, XCDT

I have made a continuing report on the
previous log. Our away missions are being
put into order. Our first away mission is going
to be towards Grissom Aero base; our
alternative is Indianapolis zoo. Our second
away mission would be towards the Devils
punch bowl; alternative is towards Turkey run
national Park. All have been cool
cooperatively made with CRO Nick Manns.
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U.S.S. Telek News

SFC/SB 06 News

Submitted By: Capt. ST Hobbs, CO

Submitted By: Capt. ST Hobbs, CO

The U.S.S. Telek has just been
recommissioned from the P.O.
Stephen Hawking, on SD 1101.15
(ED 15, Jan. 2011).
With this new commissioning, we
have updated our website to
accommodate our new name and
classification, as well as our facebook
page, Twitter account and MySpace
accounts.
Since we are now the U.S.S. Telek,
we have changed the names on two of
our ship level awards, the P.O.
Stephen Hawking Excellence award
is now the U.S.S. Telek Excellence
award, and the P.O. Stephen Hawking
Newsletter Article of the Month
award is now the U.S.S. Telek
Newsletter Article of the Month
award. The recipients of any awards
that were given under the P.O.
Stephen Hawking will be re-given
under the U.S.S. Telek.
FYI—our new web address for the
U.S.S. Telek is, www.usstelek.com,
and our old web addy,
www.stephenhawking-sfcq1.com, will
still take you to our official website
along with our new web addy.
Be sure to catch out next issue for
more up-to-date U.S.S. Telek News.

Taken from:
Starfleet Command Yahoo Group (Listserv)

SFC Starbase 06 Yahoo Group (listserv)
(No infringement intended)

URL for tribute vid for Starbase Indy
Attn.: All SB06 Officers From: PO Stephen
Hawking PCO Shelby T. "Sakkhet" Hobbs I
made a tribute video for Starbase Indy. Here is the
URL on youtube,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDtO2wQPpF
g
LT Shelby T. Hobbs, PCO Planetary Outpost
Stephen Hawking PO-46112 Starfleet Command,
Q1 | Starbase Six
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Trek News

Con News

Submitted By: Capt. ST Hobbs, CO

Submitted By: Capt. ST Hobbs, CO

Taken from http://www.TrekToday.com
(No infringement intended)

Taken from http://www.TrekToday.com
(No infringement intended)

Star Trek Bathrobes
Posted by T'Bonz - 02/03/11 at 10:03 am

Star Trek fans needing a robe to go over their
Federation jammies are in luck, with the
announcement of a new line of Star Trek bathrobes
courtesy of ThinkGeek.

Officially licensed by CBS, the
new robes come complete with embroidered rank
and department insignia and will be available in
Command gold or Sciences blue.
The terrycloth robes, which sell for $49.99 each, are
made of 100% cotton and measure forty-nine inches
in length, with thirty-four inch sleeves, with room
for a waist up to fifty-inches.
Source: ThinkGeek

Starbase Indy will NOT be held on
the Thanksgiving weekend of Nov.
25-27, 2011, but instead will be
held on Dec. 9-11, 2011.
SBI already has two guests, John
Billingsley and his wife Bonita
Friedericy.
John played Dr. Phlox on Star
Trek: Enterprise, while his wife
Bonita currently plays General
Diane Beckman on the hit
television series Chuck.
Both John and Bonita will be with
SBI all weekend, and will also
attend the Dinner with the Stars.
So get you tix now, before it's
too late!
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Chaplain’s Bulletin

Word for Thought

Submitted By: Capt. ST Hobbs, CO

Submitted By: Capt. ST Hobbs, CO

Taken from the Baptist Bread devotional

Where do our children learn parenting skills? They learn them
from us.
When our children are very young, and grow into adulthood, they
pick up on all the parenting skills that we were giving.
If you are arguing, and contradicting one another, then you are
passing this type of parenting to your children. If you are agreeing
with each other, and doing a good turn daily, such as letting a car
turn left onto the road in front of you, then this also is being
taught to your children.
If your children are dressing provocatively, acting provocatively,
and/or swearing, then this too was a cause of your parenting. If
your children are dressing in an ill manner or acting in an ill
manner, then in a way you are saying to them that this is okay. So
you try not letting them dress in an ill manner, but until you take
their source away from them, that allows them to buy such
clothing, then this type of behavior will continue. So you don't
want to take their allowance away, okay, then find a better way
for you to provide that to them, as so they will not buy items that
are berating to society, such as giving their allowance to them in
the form of credit, and then make a list of things they can
purchase, then you do the purchasing for them.
There is no easy way around this, and it will be tough; but if you
change the way you parent, then maybe your children's parenting
skills will be better when they are parents.
I will now leave you with these words of wisdom...
... "Obstacles are those frightful things you see when you take
your eyes off your goal" Henry Ford

Submitted by: CAPT Shelby T Hobbs,
PCO and Chaplain

“The Christmas Dinner Guest”
―Traditionally the Chaplain’s Bulletin would have an insert
from the Baptist Bread devotional, but since this is the
Christmas 2010 Edition Star Times Issue, I thought I would
present the following Christmas story…‖— CAPT ST Hobbs,
PCO and Chaplain
It was around 9 pm on December the 23rd. when G-d spoke to me;
G-d said unto me, go and prepare a feast for me, Jesus your L-rd
and Savior am to visit you on Christmas Eve and will dine with you
and I shall be with you at 10 pm sharp. So in the moment I was
stunned. I knew not of what to think. But thought with heavy heart,
for as to have my Messiah as my dinner guest on the Eve of
Christmas, I prepared a feast. It was a grand feast that would surely
please my L-rd. As December 24th came to be, with the feast laid
out, I waited as the clock toned 10 pm. As to my surprise, a knock
at my door, I was anxious, and as I answered the call, to my
surprise, it was an old beggar. She asked me if I had anything to eat
and although I was awaiting the arrival of my L-rd, I said I do, but
it is for a special guest. But I suppose I can spare some food and
drink for you kind m'am. After I had fed the old beggar, she was off
and on her way. Now it being nearly midnight, and still no sign of
Jesus, there again a knock at my door. I hurried to answer it. It was
not my L-rd, but a small child no more than eight or nine years of
age. The young one was cold and hungry so I fed and clothed her
and sent her to the shelter for warmth and board for Christmas
night. Now the clock toned 4 am and yet no sign of My Savior. But
wait, yet another knock at my door. I ran as fast as I could as to
welcome my L-rd and Savior Jesus Christ for dinner, but to my
dismay, it was yet another who was not my L-rd. This time it was a
blind man, who was seeking shelter from the storm that had
suddenly picked up. I took him in, fed him, clothed him, and put
him up for the remainder of the night. As morning came, the blind
man went on his way, and I was left to ponder why my L-rd G-d
did not show. So I ask of him, Why L-rd, Why did you not come
when you said you were to come? He replied with Surely you
know, For I did come. For I was the old beggar, the small child
and the blind man. Although you were told to prepare a feast for
me, you opened you home and gave your food to those in need.
For that you have inherited my KINGDOM.
So you see, When G-d said he was to come for dinner, and three
who were not expected show, who were indeed G-d, Truly makes
this a Christmas Miracle
The End

Crew Roster
Commanding Officer—Capt. ST Hobbs
First Officer/Chief Engineering Officer —Lt. Cmdr. SR Hobbs
Executive Officer—Ens. I Jinks
Chief Security Officer—LTjg. N Manns
Chief Medical Officer—Cmdr. RL Hobbs
Chief S&R Officer—Ens. I Jinks
Communication Cadet—Cdt. L Manns
Security Cadet—Cdt. M Manns
Operations Midshipman—Mdshm V Manns
Operations Midshipman—Mdshm M Dishman
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